Google Chrome Enterprise
& VMware Workspace ONE
Connect your employees to the cloud with
a secure, streamlined endpoint solution.
Moving to the cloud transforms an enterprise’s relationship with technology.
No matter where you are in your migration journey, the combination of
Chrome Enterprise and VMware Workspace ONE can help you maximize
your organization’s potential – improving end-user productivity at scale
and offering greater visibility and management of your endpoints.

Chrome Enterprise

VMware Workspace ONE

An OS and powerful devices
built for the enterprise.

A digital workspace platform
powered by AirWatch technology.

Increased productivity and reduced downtime: With a
Chromebook, workflows are cloud-native by default –
meaning backups and updates are applied automatically,
and users have easy access to their enterprise applications
information across devices.

Unified endpoint management: Enable IT to deploy apps
and policies to Chrome OS devices alongside all other
endpoints from a single console. Admins can gain real-time
visibility into their entire deployment from one location.

Comprehensive security: Protect your business with
enterprise-grade security and data protection at the user,
application, device, platform and network level.

Lifecycle management and security: Configure device
restrictions and policies. Protect data from unauthorized
use by wiping corporate data from the device if it is lost
or stolen.

Hardware flexibility: A variety of form factors and price
points from leading brands, including premium and 2-in-1
devices, allow you to cater for specific employee use cases
and give them the hardware they need to be productive.

Access to any app or virtual desktop: Streamline access
to any app - web, SaaS, native or virtual - through the
Workspace ONE unified app catalog. Users can access
virtual Windows desktops for access to legacy apps.

Combining the flexibility and value of Chrome Enterprise with the comprehensive endpoint
management capabilities of Workspace ONE enables you to deliver secure and consistent access to
the apps your employees need to be productive, while streamlining IT operations and reducing TCO.
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web, native, virtual app access
Fast device boot and
background system updates
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on-the-go with offline mode
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End-to-end security

Manage Chrome devices
alongside all other endpoints on
a single platform

Security at every level, from
boot-up to shutdown, with
full-disk encryption

Consistently set policies,
settings and configurations
across all form factors

AI-driven threat detection via Safe
Browsing and Google Play
Protect

Total annual savings of $482
per device (ESG, 2018)

Regular and controlled updates

Start your journey to the cloud at chrome.com/os
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Streamline your IT management with VMware
vmware.com/products/workspace-one

